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Technological Background

S

O M E of the progress which has been
made in the field of industrial chemistry
is set forth by Hugh Farrell i n a pamphlet
entitled "What Price Progress," issued by
the Chemical Foundation, Inc., New Y o r k
City. M r . Farrell wrote, this material as
financial editor of the New Y o r k Commercial, and the material appeared originally i n
serial form therein.
The age in which we live is an age of
wonders; it is an age of mystery. In no
field, perhaps, have the causes for wonder
been greater than in the field of chemistry.
As far back as the memory of the oldest
inhabitant goeth, it has been proverbially

true that "you can't make a silk purse out
of a sow's ear." Yet, within the past two
or three years this accomplishment has
been reported.
M r . Farrell calls attention to the part
which wood and its derivatives play i n the
industrial world, associating the heterogeneous products of paint, silk stockings,
and dynamite. That alcohol and paper
come from trees is known generally. Fewer
persons are familiar with the fact that much
of the material which appears to be beautiful silk is not silk at a l l ; instead it is cellulose, one of the constituents of wood,
which has been treated chemically.
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" A new process for doing this (freeing tively small industry recently told me that
copper from other elements) has been if he failed to save his concern 3200,000
successfully employed in some operations. each year he began to feel uneasy about
It is called 'selective flotation,' and it pro- his job."
duces a much higher concentration of copT o the unimaginative mind there is
per than the older process, giving more free no relation between the technology of
copper, free silver, and free gold i n the industry and public accounting. T o the
initial operation. This higher concentrate public accountant whose imagination
enables the producer to charge more copper carries him sufficiently far, M r . Farrell
into his furnace and results in a considerable has opened up a broad vista of chemreduction in equipment, fuel costs and istry i n industry. There is little doubt
other items of expense. A saving of a that many of the problems of cost accent a pound may mean the difference counting which now baffle solution will
between a dividend and no dividend, and be solved i n the future with the aid of
it is usually the companies which are most chemistry. Technological background is
alive to the latest developments in science extremely useful today i n dealing with
that save the cent.
the accounting problems which run into
"One chemist connected with a rela- industry.

